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Today, brands must contend with multiple channels including mobile and smart devices.
Content for these additional channels needs to be managed with the same ease that single
channels were managed with in the past.

The CMS acts as a means for sometimes siloed departments to come together for one
common purpose. Development teams skill sets can become more universal - focusing on
key languages instead of specific toolsets - and content teams can manage more dynamic
content with less need for development help.

Read More: Choosing a Modern CMS

1. Why Do Organizations Need Modern
Content Management Systems?

1.1. Channels are Diverging

Content is what drives the customer experience, so it winds up at or near the center of most
stacks. Consequently, the CMS needs to be able to integrate with the other key members of
the stack including: analytics, CRM, DAM, email marketing automation, front-end
frameworks, and more.

1.2. Keeping Up with The a Modern Tech Stack

1.3. Facilitating Team Collaboration

https://www.cosmicjs.com/blog/how-to-choose-a-modern-cms-future-proof-your-content-2021


2. Exactly What is a Modern CMS?

Today. customers don’t interact with brands on one channel. Instead, they rely on multiple
channels to gather information and interact with brands in several ways throughout the
buyer’s journey. Your CMS should enable you to efficiently personalize experiences
across channels

2.1. Adaptable to Omnichannel Marketing

Microservices, APIs, and progressive web applications have all made the modern web faster
and modern consumers increasingly more demanding. If your webpage doesn’t load in 3
seconds, more than 50% of your users will bounce. Your CMS should be verbose and
highly responsive.

2.2. Meets the Requirements of the Modern Web

Many companies have done away with expensive servers and maintenance costs and
instead turned to the cloud services. Many Modern CMS solutions are highly optimized for
cloud-based computing solutions, reliant upon CDN and remote storage, but some solutions
offer on-premise implementations as well.

2.3. Embraces the Growth of SaaS and Remote Work
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Companies such as Stripe, Twilio and Algolia have moved to the forefront and connect
businesses through APIs to provide them with services for payments, communications, and
more. A modern CMS can help facilitate this trend by providing integrations with these
API-driven functions.

Read More: Headless CMS Explained

2.4. Addresses the Growing Trends of APIs

3. Everything to Consider When
Choosing a Modern CMS

3.1. Is it Headless?

Use this section as a workbook and notetaking section for the content management
systems you’re comparing. For each section, you can type your thoughts into each fillable
form as you answer these questions.

A headless or decoupled architecture is the basis of a modern CMS approach. While a
traditional CMS tightly couples the backend storage and frontend delivery together,
a headless CMS instead separates them.

3.2. Does it support multichannel or omnichannel?

A modern CMS should facilitate content delivery to these multiple channels and also offer
brands the ability to personalize that content to create not just a multichannel experience
but an omnichannel one.

Notes Score

https://www.cosmicjs.com/blog/headless-cms-explained
https://www.cosmicjs.com/headless-cms
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3.3. Does it simplify your content operations?

The combination of people, processes and technology necessary to produce and deliver
content is known as content operations. Your CMS is an important piece of this, and should
simplify your content operations, not make it more difficult for you to juggle content
production across multiple channels.

3.4. Does it support global content delivery?

When content requests are made from the relatively the same geographic location where
that content is hosted, then delivery happens quickly. With the help of a CDN, content can
be displayed to users no matter where they are accessing your website.

Notes Score

Notes Score

Notes Score
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3.6. Do you have in house development and content teams?

A modern CMS can facilitate appropriate workflows which improve collaboration and allow
your teams to create content quickly and at scale.

3.7. Are updates and maintenance handled out-the-box, or via
a dedicated support team?

A modern CMS should be able to fix bugs, handle security issues and ensure everything
runs smoothly for you, especially if you’re using a SaaS platform.

Notes Score

Notes Score

3.5. Can your CMS scale with you?

When content requests are made from the relatively the same geographic location where
that content is hosted, then delivery happens quickly. With the help of a CDN, content can
be displayed to users no matter where they are accessing your website.
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3.8. Is the CMS extendable?

All of the functionality your business requires isn’t always available out-the-box. A modern
CMS can provide the extensibility and additional apps you need to produce that added
functionality.

3.9. Do you need eCommerce integration?

If you’re into eComm, your CMS should have the ability to handle eCommerce functionalities
(manage product inventories, seasonal sales campaigns or product-centric landing pages)
you can provide your customers with a cohesive experience and you don’t have to manage
multiple services.

Notes Score

Notes Score

Notes Score
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3.11. Is your CMS self-hosted?

Do you need to run your CMS on your own server? Or is there an option for you to use the
CMS provider to host the platform for you to ease maintenance and hosting costs.

3.12. Does it support GraphQL?

Most CMS offer API support - usually REST or GraphQL. Normally your team will know if they
need or will need GraphQL support already. For more information on GraphQL, read here.

Notes Score

Notes Score

3.10. Does it offer support for a migration from your existing
CMS?

Migrating from your existing CMS can be a pain. Some CMS can help you with the migration
process from your legacy CMS and reduce the manual effort required from you.

https://www.cosmicjs.com/blog/what-is-graphql
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3.13. Does it increase or decrease your team’s Time to
Completion?

A modern CMS should decrease TTC so that teams can create content and applications
faster. TTC is a big part of development team process management, and usually important
to CTO’s and Development teams.

3.14. Does it increase or decrease the development teams’
velocity?

Similar to the above, a modern CMS should facilitate existing workflows and make it easier
for developers to complete requests and connect to new channels. Sometimes TTC can
move independently of development velocity. Both are important for ensuring projects
launch on time and to spec.

Notes Score

Notes Score
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3.15. Is it Right-Sized for Your Development Team?

Your CMS should help your developers spend their time focused on the most important
tasks for improving your applications. Depending on the size of your team and your
resources, that might mean UI/UX as they deploy content to multiple channels, or product
development, or ensuring maintenance, security and everything else in between is handled.
Your CMS should be right-sized, allowing your team to focus properly on the most important
aspects of your growth.

3.16. Can your developers work in parallel?

Modern CMS can facilitate developers working in parallel which saves them time and
prevents workflow interruptions.

Notes Score

Notes Score

Notes Score
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3.18. Are you using Jamstack?

With JavaScript, APIs and Markdown, developers realize increased speed, scalability and
security when building modern web applications. A CMS that supports jamstack can make
the lives of your developers much easier.

3.19. Does it offer personalization features (Customer
segmentation, content personalization, user roles &
permissions etc.)

A modern CMS should allow your brand to tailor content for different customer personas
and create unique experiences for them.

Notes Score

Notes Score

3.17. API Documentation

Strong API documentation can improve the developer experience tenfold and make it easier
for developers to integrate quickly. Specific documentation for your integrations and
frameworks will also be valuable for ensuring your team can work without interruption.

https://docs.cosmicjs.com/
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3.20. Does your organization need dynamic content?

The need for dynamic content is growing, and as you gather more data about your audience,
you’re presented with more opportunities to implement this data on-site or through
channels in personalized dynamic content - if your CMS supports it, that is.

3.21. Does your organization need localization?

Is your brand serving a global, multilingual, or international audience? It takes multiple
versions of content, many times translated into different languages to adequately serve a
global audience. A Modern CMS should offer features to facilitate both the creation and the
distribution of this localized  content.

Notes Score

Notes Score

Notes Score
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3.22. Does your content team have the tools they need to
create modern digital experiences?

Managing content for multiple platforms means that content teams will require an
extensive list of tooling. This includes the ability to add rich text and multimedia, previews
and content scheduling.

3.23. Content Editor Experience

If your content editors have a tough time editing content for the channels where you want to
deploy your content then your users will have an even worse time viewing the content. A
great content editor experience can lead to a great customer experience.

Notes Score

Notes Score
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Review those notes, tally up your scores, and consider: what CMS option is going to equip
your team to grow into the new web and marketing ecosystem most effectively?

As you move forward into a new age of digital content creation, headless content
management will equip your team with the tools, speed, and flexibility to create powerful
applications across a multitude of channels.

If you’re still wondering what to choose for a modern CMS, we invite you to reach out to us
at Cosmic to learn more about Headless CMS.

Making a Choice

https://www.cosmicjs.com/contact
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